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Best light craft beers 2020

The birthplace of Prohibition has drawn a 180 in the past hundred years, becoming a leader in the booming American craft beer movement. And while the country's predominantly West Coast beer scene focuses a little monotonously on hop-heavy ales, Maine's little brewers have a reputation for resurrecting and re-imagining obscure Old
Word beer styles. Business is booming for the state's craft brewers — with nearly 60 breweries filling kegs (up from 35 in 2013), Maine has the nation's fifth-highest number of breweries per capita. From sleek urban shovels to small farmhouse breweries set deep in the woods, Maine's microbreweries offer a width of happy hour hangouts
to suit any brewinghound's tastes. Truly dedicated suds seekers can pick up a Maine Beer Trail map and scorecard at just about any taproom, then launch a road trip to visit each one. For the rest of us, here are the five not to miss. The founders of Gneiss grow their own hops on eight hectares in pastoral Limerick, in the rolling farmland
west of Portland. Each beer is a variation on German meadow beer, brewed with at least 50% corn and a trademark Hefeweizen yeast. Light but fragrant, Gneiss' all-Teutonic brews are an ideal summer treat. Marshall Wharf brews big, ambitious beers-thick and jet-black naughties, powerfully hopped emperors, malted IPAs who pack a
give-up-your-car-keys punch. The brewery's tasting room and sister bar (Three Tides) on Belfast's gritty waterfront is similarly large and loud. Order a tasting flight and settle on the lingered deck overlooking the wide and unswing Passagassawakeag River. Practically the most idyllic, unexpected place to drink a world-class beer in Maine is
Oxbow's small tasting room next to its farmhouse brewery on a winding, wooded road near the centre town of Newcastle. The vibe is crunchy-rustic-modern, and the beer is bright, thirsty-quenching variations on the Belgian saison style. Hop-lovers, note: When a pair of home brew agitations launched this small-batch brew company in
2009, they immediately scored with two signature hoppy ales: their flagship Peeper American Ale and Lunch IPA, which became one of the most sought-after brews among beer snobs nationwide. Pair them with truffles and antipasto at the brewery's simple tasting room in Freeport. It will be worth a visit to Bunker's tasting room in
Portland's scrape, hip, post-industrial East Bayside neighborhood just to try the coffee IPA, brewed in conjunction with the nano-grid next door. His flagship Czech pilsner is smooth and quailed, and the exposed brick tasting room in a former scrapyard oozes working-class cool. PORTLAND, Ore. (TheStreet) - When we talk about craft
beer from this point on, realize that we're talking about more than 2,500 distinct U.S. breweries. They'll all have beer-making in common, but that's about it. According to the Brewers Association craft beer industry group, the number of breweries in the U.S. was up to 2,722 by the from last year. That's more than the 2,685 breweries that
appeared on the Register of United States Breweries in 1876, but still shy of the 3,286 that existed in 1870. The Brewers Association notes that there were still 1,744 breweries in the plan stages at the end of December. So who gets to decide what's craft and what isn't? Not Anheuser-Busch InBev and the SABMiller/MolsonCoors joint
venture, whose products still account for more than 75% of all U.S. beer sales. Not Heineken and Diageo with their imported suds. No, that responsibility lies with the Brewers Association and its voting members alone. The Boulder, Colo.-based industry trade group brings together breweries, home brewers and local brewers guilds for cool
parties like the Great American Beer Festival and keeps pace with growth within the industry. It also includes several of the above large knitters on its member roles. This is understandable, as the larger beer industry needs to protect its market share from wine and spirits. According to the Demeter Group, beer's market share has shrunk
from 55% of the overall U.S. alcohol market in 2000 to 49% in 2011.It also engaging in a powerful defense of the term craft that is becoming increasingly necessary as A-B InBev and MillerCoors combat slumping light lager sales with their own craft-inspired Blue Moon, Leinenku With competing pieces of legislation that threaten to redefine
craft beer through production volume for the sake of cutting taxes on brewers, sign the Brewers Association that considers it necessary battle lines. To ensure craft beer's survival, the Brewers' Association has produced a tightly worded definition of craft brewer to serve as its unwavering guideline. It also offered its controversial Craft vs.
Crafty statement on the subject in 2012 and has a list of non-craft beer as a guide for consumers. All of this came at a price. For one, the Brewers Association's definition of craft brewer is inconsistent. A review in 2011 changed its limit for small brewers from 2 million barrels to 6 million, with the clear beneficiary of this change being
Samuel Adams producer Boston Beer. That group turned out nearly 3 million barrels of beer last year alone, while every other knitter who views BA as craft produced 1 million or less. Boston Bear's business is bolstered by its Twisted Tea malt beverage and angry orchard cider. Its Alchemy &amp; Science division in Vermont not only
produces a Leinenkugel's-style handy but bought out both Angel City Brewing and Coney Island Craft Lagers in recent years. Founder Jim Koch, meanwhile, defended BA's definition of craft beers at a spring conference only to turn around and defend his business practices from the criticisms of fellow craft brewers. Meanwhile, BA's
current craft brewer definition and Craft vs. Crafty list includes a number of independent, pre-ban brewers and craft pioneers initial microbrew microbrew of the 1980s. It's a position that's becoming increasingly difficult to defend, especially with craft brewers, including Brewery Ommegang in Cooperstown, N.Y., and Boulevard Brewing in
Kansas City, Mo., now owned by Belgium-based Duvel Moortgat.With those monitoring craft beer's growth taking a different view of the industry than the Brewers Association and craft beer's biggest rivals , it may be time for the Brewers' Association and craft beer in general to include refused to: Open the big tent and let in a few more
allies. While it could dilute craft beer's ideological purity a little, bringing the next five brewers into the fold would bolster numbers, send small stickers and form a united front. It will also draw a finer line between craft beers' essence and big beer's them than the gerrymandered squiggle that currently exists. It may not be perfect - as Goose
Island, Leinenkugel's and Blue Moon fans will point out - but it beats turnaway allies and amazing brewers on technical:5. D. G. Yuengling &amp; SonWhy it's not craft: Use adjective ingredients in its beer, not traditionallyThe Brewers Association doesn't like this brewery's main beer being a corn-fueled light lager. Okay, but not traditional?
Your little clubhouse was built in 2005 while this brewery has been around since 1829. It survived bans, you survived Bud Light Platinum. Get off the high horse. The problem is that the Brewers Association doesn't know what to do with a local brewer like Yuengling. You can beat it for brewing nearly 3 million barrels of beer in 2012 to
become the largest U.S.-owned brewery in the country, but then you'll have to do the same for Boston Bear. That would take all of Boston Beer's growth out of the equation, too, which is disastrous when craft beer's mouthpiece hits so much of tiny brew's success to numbers. In 2012, small and independent craft brewers as defined by the
Brewers Association saw their industry grow 15% by volume, driven by big gains for Boston Beer. In the first half of 2013, volume grew by an additional 13%. Many Sam Adams also went into those numbers, though much of Boston Beer's 20% first-half gain came from cider in 2013. Instead, the Brewers Association points to the fact that
Yuengling uses corn in its mixture and accuses it of cutting corners and trimming costs. The problem is, as we've pointed out before, older breweries founded by German immigrants tend to use a little wheat in their recipes because they didn't have access to two-row barley from home and had to cut into the higher protein found in the
native six-row barley. Considering how much of the backlash that followed Goose Island's recent buyout by A-B centered around how its absentees might change, one would assume that aggrieved craft beer givesks a brewery like Yuengling will welcome to its original formula for all these years. Besides, it's not like that Yuengling is out



cheap. With the price of wheat exploding after the biofuel pressure of the 2000s, no one gets a break by subbing in corn for malt. Besides, even Pennsylvania craft breweries aren't opposed to keeping Yuengling around. Not only does Yuengling participate in craft events like Philly Beer Week these days, but it's also teamed up with craft
brewers like Victory Brewing to address issues including self-distribution that affect crafts and regional brewers. With the Brewers Association already including Yuengling among its members, it will not kill BA to leave a friendly, independent face in the mix.4. August Schell BrewingWhy it's not craft: Use adjective ingredients in his beer, not
traditionallyThe people in New Ulm, Minn., really don't appreciate people calling their beer smart, never mind traditionally. Founded in 1860 by German brewer August Schell, this brewery is the second oldest family-run brewery in the U.S. behind Yuengling. It survived Prohibition by product near beer, soda and candy and, in 2002, saved
century-old Grain Belt brew from the foresligue by bringing it into the fold. That move didn't sit well with BA, as Schell's flagship Deer Brand and Light beers and Grain Belt's light lagers all used add-ons. When BA Schell reserved a spot on the smart list, however, the knitter didn't take it quietly. The brewery tossed into BA, pointing out why
old-line German knitters use corn in their recipes. Keep in mind, they had to break it down to an organization supposedly immersed in beer knowledge and use that knowledge to draw discriminatory beer lovers. But education was a big part of Schell's latter-day existence. It kept styles like Bock, Maibock, Hefewizen, Marzen, Alt and Gose
alive as his BA counterparts stumbled across each other to see who could empty a dump truck full of hops first into their boil. His Chimney Sweep Dark Lager, Schell Shocked Radler and Zommerfest Kolsch held off to traditional German recipes that the craft beer community is just to get around to revisiting. If BA has any sense of
American brout tradition, that's because brewers like August Schell stayed around and avoided buyouts by big beer companies long enough to remind craft brewers what that tradition is. Keeping them out of the club over a bit of wheat is not only unconscionable but represents a fundamental misunderstanding of the word tradition that is
so key to BA's definition of a craft brewer.3. Straub BrewingWhy it's not craft: Use adjective ingredients in his beer, not traditionalons can't figure out what the old Pennsylvania brewers did to the people at BA, but it should have been particularly cruel. Did they say a hot new brewery's radler tasted like store-brand orange soda? Did they
say a Samuel Adams' Kolsch tasted good for something strinous in a Mr. Beer did? Keep them copies of BA leader Charlie Papazian's book The Complete Joy of Home Brewing around their breweries as Read? Whatever they did, it must have been terrible to guarantee the attention paid to them on the band's Craft vs. Crafty list. We can
understand Pittsburgh's Iron City is being declared non-craft, as its cans of low-end lager have done little to convince people otherwise despite sticking since 1861. We can even see why Wilkes-Barre's Lion brewery has made the list as it has existed since 1905, but does a ton of contract brewing for Pabst.But Straub? It's just nonsense.
Straub isn't spread too far outside his home in St. Marys, Pa., and travels just as far as Ohio. It gives drinking-age visitors to its Northwest Pennsylvania brewery free beers from the Eternal Crane in its brewery wall. His lager recipe hasn't changed since the brewery was founded in 1872.As former Pennsylvania Gov. Robert Casey once
said Bud is Bud and light is light, but Straub is Pennsylvania. BA is perfectly content to give Pennsylvania the finger at every opportunity. For its part, the Brewers Association argues that Straub isn't crafting for the same reason that just about every brewer who survives bans isn't crafting: Their beers have corn in them. Something like this
was apparently unthinkable in 2005, when the Association of Brewers and the Brewers' Association of America merged to form the Brewers Association and promote and protect small and independent American brewers, their craft beers and the community of brewing enthusiasts. At that time, there were a number of ingredients available
for craft brewers to use. Astonishingly, for German immigrants like Peter Straub settling in the U.S. in the late 1800s, picking two-row malt from anywhere on the world and dumping a ton of bitter and aroma hops until your brewery just isn't possible. Instead, German brewers had to pour some corn into the mix only to counter the effects of
American malt. This is an important part of American brewing history and one that brewers, including Straub, have pain painfully preserved. It's also an example of improvisation and ingenuity that the Brewers Association claims to support, but speaks off regularly if it didn't occur sometime after 1975. BA doesn't care to have Straub among
its members: It just wishes it had a few dozen more IPAs and limited release Russian Imperial Stouts to offer. You know, original and creative beer.2. Pyramid Brewery/Magic Hat BrewingWhy it's not craft: Imported adjective beer sales exceed domestic productionIt has nothing to do with Pyramid's apricot beer, its brews in Seattle, its
restaurants or its bland labelling that makes it look oddly like Costco house brew. It has nothing to do with Magic Hat's apricot beer or its Burlington, Vt., brewery that is surrounded by high-profile competition like Hill Farmstead and Heady Topper maker The Alchemist.This has everything to do with who owns these two breweries and,
more importantly, what they own. Pyramid is 2008 on a wild ride this is to Magic Hat Brewing sale. Is. $25 million. Just two years later, investment firm KPS capital Partners and its North American Breweries rorved Pyramid and Magic Hat and included them in its stable alongside beers such as Genesee Cream Ale, Dundee Honey Brown,
Canada's Labatt Blue and Costa Rica's Imperial.The Brewers Association didn't like it and Pyramid's parent company for selling too many imports , but Pyramid and Magic Hat's current situation is even more complex worldwide. In 2012, KPS Capital sold NAB to Cerveceria Costa Rica, a subsidiary of Florida Ice and Farm, for $388 million.
That makes Pyramid, Magic Hat and small Portland, Ore.-based Portland Brewing even more minute portions of a major international conglomerate. Even that probably wouldn't have been such a big deal if Pyramid and Magic Hat hadn't got off such inherently smart starts. The small, creative Washington and Vermont breweries
responded about as poorly as they possibly could to consolidation. They've disappeared more standardized and far-out favorites. While other craft beers have seen sales rise in the past five years, Magic Hat and Pyramid combined to sell 337,000 barrels in 2012. That's about equal to the 336,000 they sold both the year before and in
2008. By comparison, Deschutes Brewery in Bend, Ore., is just behind Magic Hat and Pyramid with 253,000 barrels sold in 2011, but increased sales of 182,000 in 2008. Beer marketer's Insights still views these brands as craft and suggests they are managed independently, but their murky ownership and results appear to be exactly
what the Brewers Association is trying to avoid.1. Craft Brew AllianceWhy it's not craft: Own about 35% by A-BWel, that's 32.2%, but why make a big deal about percentages, right? Beer marketer's insights don't, which is why executive editor Eric Shepard includes CBA in his craft beer numbers. That group's Widmer Brothers Brewery
operation got its start when Kurt and Rob Widmer opened shop in Portland, Ore., in 1984. His Redhook brand, meanwhile, has been around since 1981 and has breweries in Washington and New Hampshire. Even relative newcomer Kona Brewing has made beer on Hawaii's big island since 1994. In Shepard's view, it all outweighs far
outweighs the percentage of A-B ownership. The idea that Rob and Kurt Widmer aren't craft brewers is an absurdity to me, he says. At 24% [A-B ownership share] they're pure and at 26% they're dirty? There's a certain sense of being bright. And that is. That 25% number has an arbitrary whiff to it, considering that A-B's stake in CBA
basically amounts to a distribution agreement. With no actual administrative control or production input, A-B functions more as a partner and lender. Meanwhile, the Widmer Brothers still has a big stake in the company and Kurt Widmer continues to serve as its chairman. Their brewery continues to serve as the nexus's creative craft, while
the Redhook brand has been revived as a gateway beer for non-craft drinkers. Through partnerships with sports radio sports radio Dan Patrick and the Buffalo Wild Wings restaurant chain, Redhook does what his faith-obsessed craft peers are too aloof or afraid to do: go to the former light-lager drinkers where they live. As a result, CBA
production has grown from 571,000 barrels in 2008 to 675,000 by 2012. If it were considered craft, it would be the fourth-largest craft brewery in the country. BA, meanwhile, holds on to its 25% threshold to not only keep CBA out, but to hold down Athens, Ga.-based Terrapin Bear after that brewery sold a quarter of itself to MillerCoors'
Tenth &amp; Blake craft division in 2011 to buy out investors.BA if wants to put as much distance between itself and the big brewers as possible, but it does so by punishing small, but it does it pioneering brewers who have worked the system and got A-B to do their heavy lifting for them.-- Written by Jason Notte in Portland, Ore.&gt;To
contact the author of this article, click here: Jason Notte.&gt;To follow the author on Twitter, go to amp;gt;To submit a news hint in , send an email to: tips@thestreet.com.RELATED STORIES:&gt;&gt;5 Craft Brewers who need a Super Bowl Ad&gt;&gt;Wait , We weren't yet done with dark holiday beers!&gt;&gt;Stable craft beer resolutions
for 2014 Jason Notte is a reporter for TheStreet. His writing appeared in The New York Times, The Huffington Post, Esquire.com, Time Out New York, the Boston Herald, the Boston Phoenix, the Metro newspaper and the Colorado Springs Independent. He previously served as the political and global business editor for Metro USA, layout
editor for Boston Now, assistant news editor for the Herald News of West Paterson, N.J., editor of Go Out! Magazine in Hoboken, N.J., and copy editor and lifestyle editor at the Jersey Journal in Jersey City, N.J. N.J.
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